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Abstract
Objectives: Current state-of-the-art task scheduling algorithms were mainly focused on deadline, load and energy
factors in centralized cloud context. So, the proposed research objective focuses on dynamic and decentralized context.
Methods/Statistical Analysis: Multi-objective task scheduling has become an important criterion for the dynamic and
decentralized nature of cloud environment. Moreover, existing research works assumes that the resource load, energy
and task execution time are known due its homogeneous nature. In order to improve the cloud consumer’s satisfaction,
a novel Locality-Load-Prediction Aware Multi-objective Task Scheduling (LLPAMTS) algorithm is proposed to eventually
distribute the tasks according to dynamic nature of cloud virtual machines. Findings: Proposed LLPAMTS algorithm will
effectively schedule the tasks in an optimized manner by VM Scheduler component. This scheduling algorithm exploits
the various monitoring parameters like locality, load and prediction parameters. It outperforms the existing deadline, load
and energy aware scheduling algorithms in terms of task transfer time, task waiting time, task execution time, and task
completion time. Applications/Improvements: The proposed LLPAMTS algorithm provides an average of 5 to 10% less
task completion time compared to the existing deadline, load and energy aware scheduling algorithms.

Keywords: Cloud Environment, Heterogeneous Cloud, Locality-Load-Prediction Aware Scheduling,
Multi-Objective, Task Scheduling

1. Introduction

Cloud computing offers the service like Infrastructure as
a Service, Platform as a Service, Software as a Service, and
Storage as a Service over the internet in the basis of payfor-use utility model1,2. These services are offered to the
user based on the Service Level Agreement (SLA) signed
between service consumer and service provider. SLA is
the contract made between provider and consumer to
promise the vision of cloud computing Quality of Service
(QoS) goals which clearly states the pricing and violation
terms of cloud service delivery models3. Further, the SLA
can be classified into provider predefined (static) SLA
and negotiated (dynamic) SLA. In static case, a generic
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SLA template is provided to all the consumers but in the
dynamic case, the consumer and provider undergo a series
of negotiation processes to achieve a mutually agreed SLA
template. Current cloud management system focuses
on dynamic SLA to maximizing their revenue and to
provide classified service provisioning for different types
of consumers4. So, effective cloud management without
violating SLA is identified as a major challenging issue in
the today’s SLA oriented cloud management system.
In order to maximize the cloud provider’s revenue,
an effective cloud management system is needed with
appropriate task scheduling algorithm which can
overcome the SLA violations happens during resource
failure. In existing research work, runtime estimation
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aware task scheduling algorithm is used to handle
deadline based tasks by estimating the execution time of
all waiting tasks present in resource queue5. In contrast,
load aware scheduling algorithm and task prioritization
mechanism is used in hierarchical manner for giving
priority over the SLA or deadline based tasks6. This type of
prioritization will overcome the SLA violations that occur
due to resource failure by satisfying customer’s business
through quick task completion within stipulated time. It
also improves the cloud management system throughput
by uniformly migrating and distributing the tasks from
overloaded and faulty resource to available dedicated
resource. A novel dynamic forecast scheduling algorithm
is used for future consumption forecasting by analyzing
the historical memory consumption of virtual machine7.
This approach will save the energy consumption by
minimizing the number of physical machines running in
the cloud environment.
All the above algorithms were developed in the
context of handling any one the objectives like deadline,
load, prediction, energy and so on. To further improve
the performance of cloud management system, a
multi-objective task scheduling algorithms are needed
for handling the real time task scheduling problems.
This can be achieved by heuristically combining some
task scheduling objectives according to their problem
requirement. Therefore, different combinations of
objectives were used by the researchers for maximizing
either throughput or consumer satisfactions in the cloud
management system. So, the proposed research work
focus on identifying a novel heuristic combinations
of objective functions that can further maximize both
throughput as well as the consumer satisfactions without
any SLA violations.
According to the analysis of emerging research
trends and past literature studies defined in the field of
cloud task scheduling algorithm8-13. This research work
gives an extensive form of new classifications in the
cloud task scheduling schemes as shown in Figure 1.
According to the recent research works, this figure shows
the classification of cloud task scheduling in the context
of credit14, cost15,16, deadline17,18, fault tolerance19,20,
normalization25,
latency26,27,
load28,29,
energy21-24,
randomness30, heuristic31-34, optimization35,36, prediction37,
scalability38,39, QoS40-43, SLA44, trust45,46 and utilization47.
This new classification triggers to understand the existing
schemes and helps to identify the emerging research
issues and innovative techniques of handling the cloud
2
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task scheduling problems. It is evident from this literature
study, much research works are not available in the
optimization context of multi-objective task scheduling.
Therefore, the proposed research work focuses in the
design and development of novel multi-objective task
scheduling algorithm.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Cloud Task Scheduling.

Current state of the art research work in the multiobjective task scheduling algorithm uses the objective
functions like deadline, load, prediction, energy, cost, and
other metrics. This kind of objective functions can improve
the performance of scheduling algorithm by minimizing
the task response time, task completion time, task energy
consumption and maximizes the resource utilization and
throughput more effectively without any SLA violation.
In existing research work, the objectives like execution
time, cost, and bandwidth of user task were considered to
maximize the throughput and minimize the cost48. Next,
the energy and processing time objectives were used
by the researchers for maximizing provider’s revenue
and minimizing power consumptions49. Alternatively,
the novel multi-objective evolutionary algorithms were
proposed using response time and makespan objectives
for minimizing cost and maximizing QoS50. From the
literature study, this research work identifies that there is a
need for novel multi-objective task scheduling algorithm
with the heuristic combination of objectives to solve the
real time cloud task scheduling problems.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, problem definition is described with the
origination of multi-objective task scheduling problem.
Section 3 describes about the proposed architecture of
cloud scheduling mechanism with the novel LocalityLoad-Prediction Aware Multi-objective Task Scheduling
algorithm. In section 4, experimental evaluations are
carried out by the comparison of various scheduling
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results and discussions. Final section will gives the
conclusion and future directions of multi-objective task
scheduling in the heterogeneous cloud environment.

2. Problem Definition
In cloud environment, the virtual machine resource
instances available in the data centers are geographically
distributed and dynamic in nature. This situation in turn
affects the application performance like execution time
and response time of user tasks due to improper way of
matching the task to resource scheduling process. In order
to improve the overall throughput of cloud environment,
an effective and efficient task scheduling algorithms are
fundamentally important for improving the application
performance of cloud provider’s. Here locality, load and
prediction factors are identified as the essential objective
functions which can improve the performance of cloud
provider’s at various levels. Therefore, this research work
focus to consider the heuristic combination of objectives
like locality, load and prediction as a basic characteristic
functions for task scheduling decision making problem
in cloud data centers. The list of acronyms used in the
multi-objective task scheduling problem formulation is
described in Table 1.
Table 1. List of Acronyms
Symbol

Description
Number of task arrived at any time interval
Number of available VM resources
Set of task
interval

arrived at any time

Set of available VM resource
Scheduling decision taken at time period
Utilization of resource
Utility value of the resource
Task transfer time function
Task execution time function
Task completion time function
Task energy consumption function
Locality function of resource
Load function of resource
Prediction function of resource
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To solve this research problem, a set of independent
from different users
cloud tasks
are considered to map on set of heterogeneous cloud
. Assume, there are
resources
number of task arrives into cloud management system
and the number of task arrives at each time period
denotes the task arrival rate . Then the task scheduling
algorithm is initiated in the cloud request handler to make
over the time period . Assume
scheduling decision
units of workload for its execution
the task contains
at any time stamp
may leads
in virtual resource
to performance degradation such as maximization of
resource utilization and throughput. This is maximized by
the existing scheduler algorithm through the estimation
of resource load and task priority during the scheduling
decisions. To further maximize the resource utilization
and throughput, resource locality estimation is planned
to incorporate in the proposed research work. This can
maximize the resource utilization, and minimize the task
transfer time, task waiting time, task execution time, and
task completion time as defined in equation (1) and (2)
respectively.
				

(1)

						 (2)
This maximization objective can be achieved by
choosing the minimum utility value of the resource
as shown in equation (3). This utility value of the resource
can be represented as the multi-objective task
scheduling optimization problem by making the heuristic
combination of all the objectives like locality, load and
prediction functions as defined in equation (4).
(3)
(4)
Were
,
, and
denotes the weight assigned
to locality, load and prediction function of the resource
respectively such that
. The
can be described as
locality function of the resource
show in equation (5). Here,
from
denotes the time taken to read the task
denotes the time
user,
to the virtual machine, and
taken to write the task
denotes the task transfer
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time from user environment to virtual machine
environment.

						 (5)
The load function of the resource can be calculated
by estimating the expected average task completion time
of all waiting task as represented in equation (6). Here,
the load value is represented in the normalized form as
.
			

(6)

Prediction function includes the time series and
qualitative forecasting of resource
allocation in the
distributed cloud environment. This function can forecast
the future memory demands of cloud datacenter resource
as a probability distribution. The predicted value of
memory consumption over the time series
resource
can be characterized as show in
equation (7).
(7)
Based on the time series predicted, an average
predicted value of memory consumption in the specific
time period can be defined as auto regression model as
expressed in equation (8).
(8)
Let the parameter
and
denotes error residuals
is the
which can be computed from the static data,
vector refers to error residuals. Here, the value of
.
is normalized as
is
The expected task transfer time of any task
computed by equation (9).
(9)

Let represents the number of link to reach the
determines the
available resource for execution,
in bytes,
and
size of task
denotes the latency and bandwidth taken for each link in
the network route. Here, the locality value is represented

4
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as the normalized value as
. The
average task waiting time of any task in the resource
is computed by equation (10), where
denotes
the number of task waiting in resource .

						 (10)
is
The expected task execution time of any task
computed by equation (11).
(11)
Finally, the task completion time of any task can
be estimated by summing all the values of task transfer
time, task waiting time, task execution time as shown in
equation (12).
(12)

3. A
 rchitecture SLA Based Cloud
Management System
The conceptual architecture of SLA based cloud
management system is shown in Figure 2. It consists of
various components like request handler, VM provisioner,
VM monitor, VM Scheduler and Resource Information
Database. Cloud consumer submits the task to cloud
management system along with their QoS requirements
to be satisfied by the cloud providers. User tasks are
received by the request handler component and follow the
task scheduling activity by mapping the user tasks with
appropriate resources. This mapping function is enabled
by using the policy mapper and policy selector functions
present in the VM provisioner component. Based on
the user task requirement, the VMs are provisioned to
the cloud users from the set of resources available in the
under cloud environment. The VMs provisioned by the
VM provisioner are scheduled in the underlying cloud
resources by using the VM scheduler component. This
component consists of dispatcher function which will
dispatch the VMs for user task execution. It also monitors
the VMs, and monitors the QoS and SLA metrics of user
task through the VM monitor, QoS monitor, and SLA
monitor functions respectively.
VM scheduler performs the resource scheduling
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Figure 2. Architecture of SLA based Cloud Management System.

based on the updated information available in the
resource information database. This database is
frequently updated through various functions like
locality monitor, load monitor and prediction monitor
available in the VM monitor component which in turn
get updated by the trigger function running in all cloud
virtual machine resources. The hierarchical way of taskto-resource scheduling in the cloud management system
can be focused from different perspectives like locality,
load, prediction, security and so on. These sequences
of decisions and computational operations used in the
task scheduler component are generalized into LocalityLoad-Prediction Aware Multi-objective Task Scheduling
pseudo-code as shown in Algorithm 1.
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4. Experimental Results and
Discussion
The experimental evaluation of proposed LLPAMTS
algorithm was implemented using java framework in
CloudSim tool51. This experimental simulation consists
of 30 datacenters and 100-to-300 real time tasks which
are scheduled using the proposed LLPAMTS and other
existing scheduling algorithms. Each task can take
minimum of 60 seconds to execute the job in the allotted
virtual machines present over the datacenter. Assume
each task has different deadline to execute its operations
in the virtual machines. The experimental results are
observed with respect to task completion time by varying
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Algorithm 1 Locality-Load-Prediction Aware Multi-objective Task Scheduling

Begin
Initialize the list of user tasks as
Initialize the list of VM resources as
for all
in cloud
Get the list of available resources
do
for all
resources queue
Get the list of tasks waiting in
Estimate task transfer time as
Estimate the task waiting time as
Estimate the task execution time as
Compute task completion time as
if
Add
to Eligible Resource list
for all
do
Estimate the locality function as
Estimate the load function as
Estimate the prediction function as
Compute resource utilization as
Estimate
utility value as
if
Prefer
to submit the task
else
to submit the task
Prefer
end if
else
Reject the task
end if
end for
end for
End Algorithm

to resource
to resource

the number of tasks like 100, 200, and 300 tasks as shown
in Figure 3. Then the performance of the proposed
LLPAMTS algorithms is compared with the existing
deadline aware scheduling, load aware scheduling and
energy aware scheduling algorithms as shown in Figure 3.
It is clear from the performance graph, the total
completion time of task is minimized in the proposed
LLPAMTS algorithms while comparing to the existing
algorithms. This minimization is achieved due the
consideration of equal preferences to multiple objectives
of task scheduling. In addition, this research work can be
extended with addition multi-objective parameters for
6
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further minimization of total completion time of task
running in virtual machines.

Figure 3. Performance of task scheduling algorithms with
respect to total completion time of tasks.
Indian Journal of Science and Technology
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5. Conclusion and Future Works
Proposed Locality-Load-Prediction Aware Multiobjective Task Scheduling algorithm for dynamic cloud
environment is an optimal task scheduling algorithm
which provides minimum task transfer time, task waiting
time, task execution time, and task completion time
than the existing algorithms. Thus the experimental
results shows that the proposed LLPAMTS algorithm
outperforms the existing deadline aware scheduling, load
aware scheduling and energy aware scheduling algorithms
in terms of total completion time of task. Further, this
research work can be extended with additional objectives
like bandwidth, foreground and background VM load
balancing, and other QoS parameters to effectively reduce
the energy and make-span through the implementation
of robust cloud task scheduling algorithm.
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